My 3-year old son sees scary faces; a colleague in psychology responds, "I don't get it!" One of the wonderful properties of good art is that it elicits different and varied reactions from its viewers. Nevertheless, by learning about a branch of mathematics originating from an outlandish 19 th century theory of matter, we can find firm footing for understanding and responding to In Blue.
Terry Winters
Terry Winters, the artist, has long been inspired by concepts and images from the natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics. Knot theory has provided particular inspiration in the last few years. Winters created series in both print and paint with titles directly referencing the subject. Below are the second print from the series Secret Knots and the fourth painting from the series Knotted Graphs. The print series Secret Knots, the painting series Knotted Graphs, and the painting In Blue each contain images that appear to be curves intersecting themselves and these curves appear in some relation to a grid. In Secret Knots/2 and Knotted Graphs/4, the images themselves form the grid. In In Blue, the grid lies in the background and the curves appear to float above it. What are these curves and do they and the grid have any mathematical significance? To answer those questions, we visit Lord Kelvin and Peter Guthrie Tait in Victorian England. 
Knot Theory
In the 1860s, scientists did not have a clear conception of what matter is or what it is made of. Although most everybody believed in the existence of atoms, they did not know what these atoms were. The scientific luminary William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), in an effort to explain all of the physical properties of matter by its movement, proposed the "vortex atom". In essence, a vortex atom was tube of moving ether. The physical and chemical properties of these vortex atoms were supposedly determined by how they were knotted or linked with each other. Nowadays, we no longer believe in the existence of the ether and we have better models of the atom then Lord Kelvin's, but we are indebted to him for inspiring the mathematical theory of knots.
Peter Guthrie Tait, a colleague and collaborator of Lord Kelvin's, was much taken with the theory of vortex atoms and started a systematic listing, or "enumeration", of knots. His goal was to create a "table of knots": a table that gave each knot a name and picture (called a "knot diagram"), and listed each knot exactly once. There are infinitely many different knots, so the table would necessarily be incomplete, but Tait made a good start.
Here is his method for how to create a knot with 5 crossings (that is, a knotted loop having a diagram where the loop crosses itself 5 times). Begin by drawing five vertices, each with 4 edges protruding. Join the protruding edges without crossing to form a planar graph having 5 vertices, each of degree 4. (We call the graph a "degree 4 planar graph".) There are multiple ways of doing this, and the different ways often give rise to different knots. Now to make a knot (or link) from a degree 4 planar graph, change each vertex of the graph into a crossing. Figure 10 shows the result of changing one vertex of the graph from Figure 9 into a crossing and Figure 11 shows the result of one way of changing all the vertices into crossings.
In summary, the method is this: for each natural number n:
1. Draw all degree 4 planar graphs with n vertices 2. For each of those graphs, draw all possible ways of turning the vertices into crossings. If you change the vertices into crossings so that each strand travels alternately over and other the strands it crosses, you create what is called an "alternating knot". A knot that can be drawn without any crossings (eg. a circle in the plane) is called an "unknot" or "trivial knot". A knot is "prime" if, roughly speaking, it cannot be created by gluing together two non-trivial knots. William Tait used this method to list all prime, alternating knots with 7 or fewer crossings. Later, using ideas of Kirkman and Little, Tait extended the table to list all such knots with 10 or fewer crossings. Tait organized his alternating knots into a table and gave each knot a label. One version of his table is pictured in Figure 12 . Notice that since he is only listing alternating knots he does not need to draw the crossings: he has drawn only the degree 4 planar graph.
The knot we created in Figure 12 received the label 5C, where the 5 denotes the fact that it has 5 crossings and the C denotes the fact that it was the third knot with 5 crossings that he created. The first knot with 5 crossings (the one that should be denoted 5A) is not listed, since it also has a diagram with fewer crossings. (As an aside, it should be noted that the challenge of proving that two diagrams don't represent the same knot is a very challenging one and has inspired much knot theory research.) Nowadays, we give the knot in Figure 12 the label 52, since it is the second (prime) knot with 5 crossings listed in the table. Even though this is the knot notation (or should that be knotation?) most commonly used, it doesn't convey much information about the knot -after all there's nothing special about the fact that our knot is the second knot with five crossings. So, if you invent the perfect labeling scheme, knot theorists will beat a path to your door! Despite the imperfect notation, knot tables are very useful. My particular favorite is the online 
Secret Knots and In Blue
The images in Terry Winters' recent work bears a striking resemblance to the drawings in Tait's knot table. For example, Figure 13 is a detail from Secret Knots/2 with a degree 4 planar graph overlaid. Figure 14 shows the alternating knot that can be created from the graph. Using forms from In Blue or Knotted Graphs you could also create knots, although the forms in those paintings often have portions obscured, making the task more difficult. So what do I see when I look at In Blue? I see knots escaping from their table. And as they do so, they begin to lose their identity. In many figures, the crossings have lost their over/under information and in some portions of the strands are missing or obscured. But not all identity has been lost; one of the crossings of the knot in the upper-right corner can still be determined from the brushstrokes, though you'll have to come see the painting in person to verify that! In addition to referencing knot tables, In Blue hints at other connections to knot theory. The basket-like images in the center look like "Lissajous curves". On the right, the dark shaded regions bounded by the knot strands are reminiscent of surfaces bounded by knots. The proofs of many theorems about knots rely on such surfaces. But all these connections are only hinted at, none are made explicit. The knots in In Blue embody this ambiguity: floating, drifting, unconfined, their identity in flux, their strands fusing; they "are there, but not quite there."
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